Position Prediction of Ball and Fuzzy Controller for Shooting Action in
  A Soccer Robot System by Ryang, GyongIl et al.
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it is expressed as follows.  
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The proportional controller have acheived 
zero error between target and current position, 
but not a desired head angle at the point. So 
control force has to be recalculated for turning 
robot to a desired one.  
A Fuzzy logic control law[5] is one that 
sub-controllers are the proportional ones and a 
entire control force is calculated by fuzzy logic 
combination of these sub-controllers. 
However, the high game performance 
depends on the shooting action, and it is 
important to predict the ball position in real-time 
and move soccer robot to the predicted point 
correctly and quickly. 
Here, we formulate the following two 
problems. 
First, the predictionof the ball postion in 
real time by using Kalman filter. Second, the 
design of the fuzzy controller to be movedsoccer 
robot to the correct position with keeping in the 
head angle of soccer robot smoothly 
 
2. Prediction of ball position and 
Design of Fuzzy controller 
1) Prediction of ball position 
In Mirosot(Micro Robot Soccer Tournament) 
game, the ball moves to any position continually 
without stopping, so it is important to predict the 
ball position in advance. The vision,however, is 
often used as the input sensor of the environment 
and several approaches have been proposed for 
positon estimation. But it is difficult to kick the 
ball exactly without prediction of ball position, 
because the speed of ball is fast in the game. As 
the image processing is more time-consuming, it 
is important to reduce the size of image to be 
processed for predicting the position in real time. 
We have introduced a Dynamic Window 
based object extraction as shown inFigure 2.  
 
 
Figure 2. A Dynamic Window 
The size of the square is defined as follows: 
Tvrh ballball ⋅⋅+⋅= max22  (3) 
ballr : the size of ball in image(Pixel), 
max
ballv : the max speed of ball in the image(Pixel/s) 
T : sample time of the system (s) 
[Algorithm for Position Estimation] 
Step 1. Image capture: Image are captured in 
RGB in a 480620×  resolution 
Step 2.Choosing the dynamic window according 
to the position in last snap. 
Step 3.Segment the dynamic window into 
small square, the size of block is decided by 
the ball size in the image(usually ballr /4) 
choosing the center of the square as a seed. 
Step 3.Recursive algorithm to expand the area. 
Calculating the center of the region and 
filtering of the area including outside of the 
ball. 
Step 4.Image Map to Global World 
The least square method is adopted 
to fit the map  
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, where ),( yx  is the ball position in the 
global world, and ),( vu  is the ball position in 
image, and 3,,0,, L=iba ii  are coefficients of 
approximation function.    
The Kalman filter can be described by the 
following equation to make prediction the ball 
position at next time.  
Txzhxx nnnn /)ˆ(ˆ 111 −−− −+= &&        (5) 
)ˆ(ˆ 111 −−− −+= nnnn xzgxx          (6) 
nx& : predicted estimate of ball velocity at time n , 
1
ˆ −nx& : estimation of ball velocity at time 1−n  
and all preceding times, 
1−nz : sensor reading at time 1−n , 
nx : predicted estimate of ball position at time 
n , 
1ˆ −nx : estimation of ball position at time 1−n  
and all preceding times, 
T : sample time in vision system, 
h and g  are filter parameters. 
2) Design of Fuzzy controller for kicking up 
In soccer robot system, the Shooting action 
is very important and it depends how well 
motion controller acts so that soccer robot move 
to target correctly and quickly from any posture. 
By using the preceding controllers, especially 
propotional and pure fuzzy one, the robot moves 
only forward. Therefore, it has to recalculate the 
control law for turning and back movement near 
to the target in order to improve the accuracy of 
control. However, in the game, the robot have to 
start from any posture and move to the target  
as soon as quickly and correctly. For this 
problem, it contains not only forward movement 
controller, but also turning and backward 
direction one. 
So, we have proposed the Fuzzy controller 
combining with forward, backward turning 
movements by using Fuzzy logic. The following 
picture shows the fuzzy input variables to be 
selected. 
 
Figure 3. fuzzy input variables 
 ① Forward Direction Controller 
[Algorithm forForward Direction 
Movement] 
Step 1: Determining the control gains:
12.0,85.0 == ad kk  
Step 2: Calculating postion and angle errors. 
22 )()( RdRd yyxxd −+−=      (7) 
),(2tan RdRdT xxyya −−=θ    (8) 
RTe θθθ −=                   (9) 
Step 3: Calculating the control law. 
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,where forwardR
forward
L VV ,  are left and right 
speed of soccer robot respectively. 
 ② Backward Direction Controller 
[Algorithm forBackward Direction 
Movement] 
Step 1: Determining the control gain:
12.0,85.0 == ad kk  
Step 2:.Calculating postion and angle errors. 
22 )()( RdRd yyxxd −+−=      (11) 
),(2tan RdRdT xxyya −−=θ    (12) 
RTe θθθ −=                  (13) 
If eθ  is more than 180° ormore less -180°, 
then the angle is changeable to value 
between -180° and 180°. 
Step 3: Calculating the control law. 
R
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 ③ Turning Controller 
 [Algorithm for Turning Movement] 
Step 1: Determining the control gain: 2.0=ak  
Step 2:.Calculating angle errors. 
Rde θθθ −=       (15) 
, where dθ is the desired angle, and Rθ  is the 
current one. If eθ  is more than 180° ormore less 
-180°, then the angle is changeable to value 
between -180° and 180°. 
Step 3: Calculating the control law. 
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The figure 4 shows the fuzzy input partition, 
and the fuzzy rules are as follows. 
[Fuzzy Rules] 
Rule1: If 《the position is Near》and《 Rθ  is 
not 0》 
Then )0,(],[ RRL lTurnControVV θ=  
… … … 
Rule 26: If 《 Rθ  is 180》and 《 Tθ  is 180》 
Then 
),,,,(],[ TddRRRRL yxyxtrolForwardConVV θθ,=  
[Algorithm for a proposedFuzzy Control] 
Step 1: For Vision system, Estimation of the 
current position of ball soccer robots. 
Step 2:Prediction of ball position and speed at 
next time by Kalman filter. 
Step 3:Calculating distance and angle error 
between the predicted point and the current one. 
Step 4:By using the proposed fuzzy controller, 
moving robot to the just back point of ball so 
that it can be convenient for kicking up.  
Step 5:Determining the shooting direction 
taking consideration of the position of opposite 
goalkeeper robot. 
Step 6:If the ball is very near to the robot, 
turning the head of robot to above  shooting 
direction. 
Step 7:Moving the robotto opposite goal along 
the straight linequicly for a very short time. 
 
Figure 4. Fuzzy Input Partition 
   
3. Experiments 
To verify the proposed approach, we have 
the following experiment. Based on the 
calculation of the executive time of vision 
system, we have determined the sample time as 
35ms and allocated 3 robots per a team, and it 
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